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The excellence which is now too often valued only as a
means of obtaining marks and scholarships was then esti-
mated at its own intrinsic worth. It is a question whether
this has not to some extent passed away. School maga-
zines are devoted to school news, and rarely contain
compositions fitted for a place in permanent literature.
It is complained that boys seldom read for their own
'anjusement, and are still less often in the habit of dis-
cussing poinft of literary criticism and style. Debating
societies abound at public schools.but it maybe doubted
if the discussions in them, although carried on with
readiness and fluency, exhibit any of the higher qualities
of literary excellence.
Nor can it be wondered at if this is the case. The
chief aim of the head master of a large boarding-school
is to keep his pupils constantly employed. He has come
to the conclusion that the only remedy for the evils
which result from mixing so many students together is
that they should have as little time as possible to them-
selves. Some head* masters have kept cards arranged
in pigeon-holes on which is written what every boy
in the school ought to be doing in every one of his
waking hours, both in work and play. This is little
better than the French system of extreme surveillance.
Under this system a boy has no leisure for thought; work
under the constant stimulus of competition, play organised
with an elaborate scale of graduated prizes, school busi-
ness and school discipline occupy the whole of his busy
life, so that a lad of nineteen at the head of a great school,
if he be conscientious and energetic, is as hard-worked
at a man of thirty. The common enemy of boys and
masters is the lounger or the * loafer 'who wanders about
doing nothing, whose feeble interest in the affairs of life
is never fanned into an effective flame, who grows up to

